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2

Project design evolution

2.1

Introduction

2.1.1.1

Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon’s primary purpose is the generation of clean,
renewable energy from the movement of the tides. However, TLSB has been
clear from the inception of the Project that tidal lagoons create opportunities for
a wide range of secondary benefits associated with recreation, water sports,
tourism, art, culture, education and regeneration for example. TLSB believes that
these opportunities are integral to the Project and must be maximised in order
to fully realise the unique benefits of tidal lagoons, both locally and further
afield.

2.1.1.2

As set out in the ES Chapter 3 (Site selection and option appraisal), one of the
reasons why Swansea Bay was chosen to host the world’s first tidal lagoon was
the opportunities created by the dock-front, urban, location. TLSB believes that
the Project (and its inter-relationship with Swansea Docks and the wider Bay)
can make a valuable contribution to local regeneration and Swansea’s ambitions
for a vibrant waterfront economy.

2.1.1.3

This creates a wide-ranging Project design challenge across diverse disciplines
including civil, electrical, mechanical and structural engineering, plus
masterplanning, architecture and landscaping. This Chapter sets out the lagoon
and other designs considered across the consultation process (both statutory
and non-statutory).

2.1.1.4

A series of graphically-illustrated tables each begin by summarising the relevant
design constraints identified by TLSB, and discussed with consultees, then set
out: the design options; the rationale for each option; EIA input (where
relevant); consultee responses to each option and how designs were affected by
consultation. The Chapter should be read in conjunction with Chapters 3 to 10 of
this Report.

2.2

Aim

2.2.1.1

TLSB’s over-riding aim for the energy generating elements of the scheme was to
design for maximum energy output and minimum environmental impact,
considering the aesthetics of the scheme wherever possible (particularly in
relation to the visual impact of the scheme in Swansea Bay). For elements of the
scheme not directly related to energy generation, TLSB sought to achieve high
standards of sustainable design in line with best practice.

2.3

Method

2.3.1.1

In simple terms, the design of the Project can be broken down as follows:
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2.3.1.2

First, and from the Project’s inception, TLSB sought to design the operational
tidal lagoon, comprising:
i.

The lagoon itself, including the seawall and turbine housing; and

ii.

The cable route by which the lagoon’s power can be exported to the
National Grid.

2.3.1.3

As the primary feature of the scheme, the design evolution of the Lagoon (Table
2.1) is closely tied to the consultation phases set out in Chapter 1, above.

2.3.1.4

Second, TLSB addressed masterplanning options to maximise the regeneration,
recreation and leisure opportunities created by and inherent to, a tidal lagoon.
This informed early consultation phases, but commenced in detail from January
2013, part-way through consultation Phase 1C, “issues and options”. This work
comprised:
iii.

Access design

iv.

Building location and design

v.

Public realm design

2.3.1.5

The design development of these features of the scheme is less directly tied to
the consultation phases as this work necessarily progressed as a series of
concurrent exercises comprising: technical design development, feasibility
testing, development of the client brief, and design development in response to
consultation. Design evolution is reported with reference to the consultation
phases where possible, and with reference to specific dates of key changes and
inputs where those are more relevant.

2.3.1.6

The design evolution of the Project, as it relates to consultation, is presented
below across these five categories, starting with the lagoon and cable route:
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Table 2.1: Lagoon design evolution
LAGOON DESIGN
All lagoon design options
(see supporting A4
images in Appendix 2.1)

CONSTRAINTS SUMMARY
The design iteration process ran from December 2011 to July 2013, encompassing 15 lagoon options
shown below. Constraints applying to all options can be summarised as follows:
-

-

-

Energy output – primarily driven by the volume of captured water: more water equals more
power
Viability – primarily driven by the ratio of the length of seawall to the area of seabed (and
therefore volume of water) enclosed. Elongated lagoon shapes have a less efficient ratio than
rounded shapes
Bathymetry – deep water requires a higher seawall, with associated greater cost
Construction method – use of Geotubes in the seawall was preferred from the start, but the
method of building the turbine housing changed from floating pre-cast caissons into position, to
building a cofferdam within which to construct the turbine housing in situ. This change impacted
on some aspects of lagoon design detail as set out below
Dredged channels – providing access to Swansea Docks (via the River Tawe) and Neath Harbour
(via the River Neath)
Crymlyn Burrows SSSI – requiring protection

NOTE: Each option has been reviewed below with reference to the most relevant constraints only.
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NON-STATUTORY CONSULTATION PHASE 1A (Chapter 3): “Early project definition and informing the EIA”
LAGOON DESIGN

A4 image at Appendix 2.1

DESIGN DATE & RATIONALE

CONSULTEE / EIA FEEDBACK & DECISION

December 2011 - April 2012

High level coastal process modelling suggested a
significant increase in currents between the rear wall of
the lagoon and the port at certain states of the tide,
which would have significant erosion potential behind
the lagoon.

Option A. Offshore lagoon, similar to
proposals initiated by Tidal Electric Ltd
(2002-2006) in the belief that an offshore
lagoon would have lower impact on
coastal processes compared to a landattached lagoon by allowing water flow
between the landward wall of the lagoon
and the port.
Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:0.6
Easterly turbine alignment.
Lagoon below 100MW installed capacity
and outside the DCO process.
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Water quality modelling indicated that under heavy
rainfall conditions the reduced water quality in the
River Tawe would be entrained behind the lagoon
keeping it inshore for an increased period of time. In
addition, the easterly discharge position of the turbine
house would result in the storm water from the outfall
impacting on Aberafan beach.
Inadequate viability ratio of seawall to enclosed area.
Option rejected.
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December 2011 – April 2012

A4 image at Appendix 2.1

Option A1. First land-attached option
reviewed in parallel with offshore Option A,
above, to compare and contrast potential
impacts. Approximately 30% of the
impoundment is made up by land instead of
seawall, reducing length of seawall (and
cost) accordingly. The seawall now provides
a grid connection route within the wall
structure (instead of on the seabed), as well
as easy access during the construction and
operation periods.
Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:0.77
Easterly turbine alignment. The ‘Lip’ at
turbine housing was designed to protect
the housing from prevailing weather/seas
during both construction (of a caissonsbased housing) and operation.

High level coastal processes modelling suggested a
reduced overall coastal process impact relative to
offshore Option A.
Water quality modelling indicated that the easterly
discharge position of the turbine house would result in
the storm water from the outfall impacting on Aberafan
beach.
Inadequate viability ratio of seawall to enclosed area.
Option rejected.
However, land-attached lagoons were identified as the
preferred option for development and further
consultation on the grounds of: reduced environmental
impact; increased viability; simpler grid connection;
ease of access; recreational opportunities created by
that access. This preference was supported by CCSC.

Lagoon below 100MW installed capacity
and outside the DCO process.
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March 2012 – April 2012
Option B. Exploration of larger landattached options, aiming to improve ratio
of seawall to enclosed area, and enhance
viability from greater energy output.
A4 image at Appendix 2.1

Early water quality modelling suggested intermittent
storm water from sewage outfall, in combination with
south easterly turbine alignment, would have potential
to adversely affect Aberavon bathing beach.
Inadequate viability ratio of seawall to enclosed area.

Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:0.98

Option rejected.

South easterly turbine alignment.

Land-attached, west to southerly facing lagoon design
confirmed as preferred option.

Lagoon below 100MW installed capacity
and outside the DCO process.
March 2012 – April 2012

Water quality issues the same as Option B, above.

Option C. Alternative land-attached option,
considered at the same time as Option B,
but with slightly smaller enclosed area and
different shape.

Inadequate viability ratio of seawall to enclosed area.
Option rejected. Land-attached, west to southerly
facing lagoon design confirmed as preferred option.

Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:0.95
A4 image at Appendix 2.1

South-easterly turbine alignment.
Lagoon below 100MW installed capacity
and outside the DCO process.
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April 2012 – April 2013

Lagoon design D is shown
here set against selected
larger options, described
below, for scale.
A4 image at Appendix 2.1

Option D. Similar in scale to Option B but
with turbine housing facing southwest to
reduce adverse effects on water quality.
Initial modelling demonstrated that a
turbine housing with a west to southerly
alignment would not affect the designated
bathing beaches.
Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:0.99.
Energy outputs good, and in excess of
100MW (qualifying the project as an NSIP,
inside the DCO process), initial costs
estimates positive.

This option was preferred from April 2012, and
informed a more detailed period of cost, viability,
baseline EIA assessment and informal consultation with
key stakeholders. During this period, it was established
that lagoons below 100MW (and outside the DCO
process) were proven to be not viable in earl 2013 and
should be rejected.
From January 2013, detailed cost figures raised
questions over viability, and larger lagoons began to be
explored by TLSB engineers, with an improved viability
ratio and hence greater potential energy output, as set
out below.
Option finally rejected in May 2013.

Lagoon design D was taken forward for the
EIA Scoping Report (Oct 2012) and used for
early ‘Issues and Options’ consultation (Nov
2012 to Apr 2013, below).
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NON-STATUTORY CONSULTATION PHASE 1B: “EIA Scoping of Option D”, submitted in October 2012, response received in Nov 2012
Wall length
Area
Installed capacity
Annual output (gross)
Design life
Height of wall
Wall above low water
Wall above high water

9.4km
9.4km2
250MW
400GWh
50-100yrs
11-19m
11.3m
2.8m

From January 2013, as concerns over the ‘viability ratio’ were raised about Option D, the following options E to M were investigated
by TLSB engineers. The engineers also addressed the height of the seawall in response to wave data. Various of options E to M were
presented as alternatives to design D through the next phase of consultation:
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NON-STATUTORY CONSULTATION PHASE 1C: “Issues & Options”, Option D (above) with emerging alternatives E-M (below)
LAGOON DESIGN

A4 image at Appendix 2.1

DESIGN DATE & RATIONALE

CONSULTEE / EIA FEEDBACK & DECISION

January – June 2013

Lagoon design E and a number of larger options (below)
were explored in parallel, based on various engineering
requirements and desired energy yields. The options
raised issues including the lagoon’s relationship with
Crymlyn Burrows SSSI and the Neath dredged channel.
Stakeholders (e.g. EA/CCW, NPTCBC, CCSC) queried
whether building the lagoon wall outside the SSSI
would cause more or less impact than crossing, or even
encompassing, the SSSI and requested that modelling
should inform the decision.

Option E. Similar in form to Option D but
larger, crossing the Crymlyn Burrows SSSI,
and without the turbine house ‘lip’. As
noted above, the lip was intended to
protect the turbine house from prevailing
weather/seas during both construction and
operation, but was proven un-necessary by
(i) wave modelling and, (ii) the shift from a
caisson-based construction method to the
more cost-effective use of a cofferdam.
To increase the lagoon size from Option D,
the walls for Option E have extended south
and east, crossing the SSSI, with a new
eastern landfall outside of ABP Swansea
Docks.
Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:1.16

In response, additional high level modelling was
conducted on test cases selected from emerging
designs E to M in order to test design assumptions
about the lagoon’s relationship with the SSSI which
could then be applied to other design iterations as
required. The options/relationships tested were:
-

Option J – test case for avoiding the SSSI
Option K – test case for crossing the SSSI
Option L – test case for encompassing the SSSI

Option E was ultimately rejected due to potential
adverse impact on Crymlyn Burrows SSSI, in line with
the rejection of test case Option K.
Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay – Consultation Report
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January – June 2013
Option F. Similar to Option E but fully
encompassing the SSSI with a view that this
may offer protection to the dune area.
Tested via Option L, the test case for
lagoons encompassing the SSSI.
A4 image at Appendix 2.1

A4 image at Appendix 2.1

Concerns were raised by multiple stakeholders (e.g.
EA/CCW, which subsequently became NRW) about
encompassing Crymlyn Burrows and preventing sand
feed to the SSSI.
Eastern landfall is in an isolated location for
masterplanning and recreational ambitions.

Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:1.30

Option rejected (after significant concerns raised by
stakeholders over encompassing Crymlyn Burrows
SSSI), in line with the rejection of test case Option L.

January – June 2013

Neath Port Authority (NPA) raised objections to the
relocation of the dredged channel. Also, water quality
modelling showed that the channel relocation had the
potential to reduce water quality at Aberafan beach
during wet weather (concerns raised by multiple
stakeholders).

Option G. Large lagoon avoiding the SSSI
while maximising impounded area, with
good wall to area ratio and high potential
energy output. First option to explore
relocation of Neath dredged channel (along
with H, below). High capital cost due to
extended wall length and deep water at
southeast corner.

Option rejected. Test case Option J retained for
consideration, which avoids both the SSSI and the
relocation of the dredged channel.

Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:1.32
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January – June 2013

A4 image at Appendix 2.1

Option H. Large lagoon encroaching on SSSI
with good wall to area ratio and high
potential energy output. First options to
explore relocation of Neath dredged
channel (along with G, above). High capital
cost due to extended wall length and deep
water at southeast corner.
Tested via Option K, the test case for
lagoons crossing the SSSI.
Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:1.51

Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay – Consultation Report
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As above, NPA raised objections to the relocation of the
dredged channel. Also, water quality modelling showed
that channel relocation has the potential to reduce
beach water quality at Aberafan during wet weather
(concerns raised by multiple stakeholders).
High level coastal process modelling (on Option K,
below) showed potential increased adverse impact on
Crymlyn Burrows SSSI relative to designs (Option J)
which avoid the SSSI.
Option rejected, in line with the rejection of test case
Option K.
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January – June 2013
Option I. Very large lagoon encompassing
SSSI, with good wall to area ratio and high
potential energy output. Relocation of
Neath dredged channel necessary. Very
high capital cost due to extended walls.
A4 image at Appendix 2.1

Tested via Option L, the test case for
lagoons encompassing the SSSI.
Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:1.52

High level coastal process modelling (on Option L,
below) indicated a higher level of impact on Crymlyn
Burrows SSSI relative to Option J (avoiding the SSSI).
Relocation of the Neath Channel also had potential to
reduce water quality at Aberafan Beach during wet
weather.
Lagoon design also assessed as having a significantly
higher environmental, ecological, visual and navigation
impact – concerns raised by multiple stakeholders.
Isolated eastern landfall threatens masterplanning and
recreational ambitions.
Option rejected, in line with the rejection of test case
Option L.

Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay – Consultation Report
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January – June 2013

A4 image at Appendix 2.1

High level coastal process modelling carried out on this
Option J – test case for lagoons avoiding the option to assess impact of lagoon designs avoiding the
SSSI. Good wall to area ratio, good potential SSSI. The results indicated reduced potential impacts on
coastal processes compared with options which cross
energy output. Avoids encroachment onto
SSSI and Neath Channel. Both walls located into the SSSI (represented by option K) or encompass
the SSSI (represented by option L).
100m from dredged river channels. Wall
depth reasonable so capital costs
No encroachment onto SSSI and lagoon wall set back
acceptable.
100m from Neath Channel.
Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:1.18

Potential synergies and design opportunities created with
new Swansea University Bay Campus (SUBC) at eastern
landfall. University consulted and interested in exploring
opportunities created by the lagoon (though cautious
about environmental impact, pending completion of EIA).
Water quality modelling also demonstrated no adverse
impact on Aberafan Beach from the River Neath.
Informal discussions with NPA and CCW/EA indicated
this design was viewed as a good compromise layout,
falling between design D and larger options F, H, I, K, L
and M. Option taken forward for refinement – see J1
through to J3 below.
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January – June 2013

A4 image at Appendix 2.1

High level coastal process modelling was carried out on
Option K – test case for lagoons crossing the this option to assess impact of lagoon designs
encroaching into the Crymlyn Burrows SSSI. Results
SSSI. Variation of Option J, extended
showed this option has higher potential coastal process
eastwards to increase energy output,
crossing the SSSI and requiring re-alignment impacts compared to Option J. Option also affected the
alignment of the Neath channel and as such water
of Neath dredged channel.
quality at Aberafan would be at greater risk during wet
Energy modelling and cost modelling very
weather. Concerns raised by multiple stakeholders.
positive: indeed, this was TLSB’s preferred
Test case option rejected, resulting in rejection of other
lagoon design from a value for money and
options crossing the SSSI (Options E and H).
engineering perspective.
Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:1.34
January – June 2013

A4 image at Appendix 2.1

Option L – test case for lagoons
encompassing the SSSI. Extreme variation
of design J, extended eastwards to increase
energy output, encompassing the SSSI and
requiring re-alignment of Neath dredged
channel. Energy modelling and cost
modelling positive.
Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:1.51
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High level coastal process modelling carried out on this
option to assess impact of lagoon designs
encompassing the SSSI. This option would also require
the realignment of the Neath Channel.
Option was rejected due to potential water quality
effect on nearby Aberafan and coastal process effects
on Crymlyn Burrows SSSI. Concerns raised by multiple
stakeholders.
Test case option rejected, resulting in rejection of other
options encompassing the SSSI (Options F and I).
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January – June 2013
Option M. Further variation of Option J,
extended eastwards without encroaching
on the SSSI and reducing change required
to Neath dredged channel. Energy
modelling and cost modelling very positive.

NPA objected due to anticipated problems for pilots
approaching the Neath Channel. Option rejected as
additional impacts in terms of water quality and coastal
processes outweighed the benefit of increased
generation capacity. This further confirmed Option J as
the preferred option for refinement, as described
below.

Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:1.31
A4 image at Appendix 2.1
Refinement of lagoon design J – June 2013
LAGOON DESIGN

DESIGN DATE & RATIONALE

CONSULTEE / EIA FEEDBACK & DECISION

Option J1 was slightly enlarged (compared
to Option J) in order to incorporate training
walls for the Neath Channel, also to give an
improved wall to area ratio and greater
potential energy output.

Rejected following further consultation with NPA about
crossing of training walls to Neath Channel and because
the option required a change in alignment to the Neath
Channel.

Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:1.28
A4 image at Appendix 2.1
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A4 image at Appendix 2.1

A4 image at Appendix 2.1
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Option J2. Positioned the eastern lagoon
wall 100m from the Neath channel and
moved the turbine housing into shallower
water to reduce construction cost. The
western lagoon landfall was linked into the
existing Tawe eastern approach wall (in
consultation with ABP) to remove/replace
derelict infrastructure and thereby improve
visual appearance from land.

NPA requested:
a) relocation of eastern lagoon seawall to form the
western training wall of the dredged channel
b) widening of the eastern wall of the approach to the
Neath channel

Ratio ofJ3.
seawall
to enclosedof
area
– 1:1.19
Option
Final refinement
design
J to
incorporate all improvements identified
above, and establish the best compromise
design, balancing environmental and
navigational impact with technical
requirements and responding to
stakeholder comments.

Identified as Preferred Option for formal consultation.

Further discussions with NPA allowed final adjustments
to incorporate the training wall into the design of the
channel. The result was option J3.

Detailed engineering design and EIA has identified a
‘micro-siting’ zone at the southwestern end of the
seawall within which the turbine housing will be
located. See ES Chapter 4 (Project description) for more
details.

Ratio of seawall to enclosed area – 1:1.21
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STATUTORY CONSULTATION PHASE 2: “Preferred Option and the PEIR”, 4 July 2013 to application submission, February 2014.
Wall length
Area
Rated capacity (@4.5m head)
Annual output (gross)
Design life
Height of wall
Wall above low water
Wall above high water

9.5km
11.7km2
240MW
400GWh
50-120yrs
5-20m
12m
3.5m

TLSB engineers investigated requirements for height of the seawall in parallel to the above work on lagoon size and layout. Wave data
indicated that the initial identified requirement (Option D) for a seawall of 11-19m (2.8m above high water and 11.3m above low
water) was incorrect. Close to shore, the seawall could be lower, but offshore more height was required for structural integrity and
operational/visitor safety, with a new range identified for lagoon option J3 as: 5-20m (3.5m above high water, and 12m above low
water).
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Table 2.2: Cable route design evolution
CABLE ROUTE

CONSTRAINTS SUMMARY

All cable route options

The design iteration process has been in progress since January 2013, and has included several proposed
and optional routes. TLSB has always intended that the cable will run underground (in preference to via
surface pylons), in line with best practice and minimum long-term impact. Initial designs (consultation
phase 1A) were concerned with two primary constraints: proximity of a substation, and size/capacity of
the substation. Constraints subsequently grew, in line with consultation and development progress, to
include the following:

(see supporting A4 images
at Appendix 2.2)

-

-

-

‘Eastern arm vs. western arm’: the eastern arm of the seawall offers a longer (and therefore
potentially more expensive) overall route but, upon hitting land, such a route is potentially simpler
to deliver as it crosses fewer existing services and landowners.
Swansea University Bay Campus (SUBC): TLSB explored multiple options for moving the cable
through/past the SUBC, considering: development phasing; route length; the Fabian Way verge
(which may be lost in providing improved access to the SUBC); pinch points and planned SUBC
landscaping; and the number of services crossed.
Fabian Way: the verge is congested at some points along the route and a wayleave would be
required from the Statutory Authorities.
Crymlyn Burrows SSSI: an existing path runs through the SSSI but may not be viable due to the
presence of environmentally sensitive species, restricted working areas and risk of contamination.
River Neath: existing ducts below the river must be assessed to determine suitability for this
purpose. Alternatively, new directional drilling will require a site investigation.

Each option for the cable route has been reviewed below with reference to the most relevant
constraints only.
Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay – Consultation Report
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CONSULTATION PHASE 1A: December 2011 to December 2012
CABLE ROUTE

A4 image at Appendix 2.2

DESIGN DATE & ROUTE

CONSULTEE FEEDBACK & DECISION

December 2011 to December 2012

WPD identified Tir John substation as the best point of
connection due to its proximity to the site. Seabed and
underground cable routes and potential extension of the
substation were explored accordingly.

Energy projects +60MW must connect to
132kV substations. Two such substations
were initially considered for the lagoon: Tir
John to the north, and Briton Ferry to the
northeast. Both are 132kV substations
belonging to the local Distribution Network
Operator (DNO), Western Power
Distribution (WPD).
Cable route options to each of the
substations were considered as shown.

Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay – Consultation Report
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This work continued as ‘offshore’ lagoon designs were
rejected in favour of ‘land-attached’ designs (with the
cable running through the lagoon wall, instead of directly
on the seabed).
However, as it became clear that lagoons under 100MW
were not viable, an alternative point of connection was
required. Larger generating stations must be connected
direct to the National Grid (not via the DNO) at 275kV, for
which the closest substation is at Baglan Bay. See below.
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CONSULTATION PHASES 1B and 1C: January – July 2013
CABLE ROUTE

DESIGN DATE & ROUTE
January 2013 to July 2013
Western arm, via Fabian Way (verge) to
Baglan Bay substation
Approximate route length: 10km

A4 image at Appendix 2.2
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Cable route option, following the western
seawall, and from the western landfall
through Swansea Port to Baldwin’s
Crescent. The route then enters the
verge of Fabian Way. Before the
‘Amazon’ roundabout (eastern side of
the Crymlyn Burrows SSSI), the route
diverges into the SSSI, following the
existing path to the valve pit prior to
crossing the River Neath. The route then
uses existing ducts to cross the river
before following an existing path to the
substation.

CONSULTEE FEEDBACK & DECISION
The Baglan Bay substation is the closest National Grid
substation to the planned tidal lagoon and also
provides a robust point of connection. This route was
based on OS maps and further research was required to
progress analysis of the route.
Undergrounding the cable was kept as the only option
to minimise impact.
Initial analysis suggested this route was fairly clear of
obstructions and issues. A topographic survey was
proposed to assess the levels of vegetation alongside
Fabian Way and other parts of the route, to see if this
would affect the planned cable route.
No information was available regarding the proposed
Swansea University Bay Campus (SUBC) site at this
stage.
Conclusion: option to be refined following further
consultation and design refinement.
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CONSULTATION PHASES 1C and 2: July – August 2013
CABLE ROUTE

A4 image at Appendix 2.2

DESIGN DATE & ROUTE
July – August 2013

CONSULTEE FEEDBACK & DECISION
Statutory undertaker research was conducted and
Western arm, with option through Crymlyn drawings updated to show all existing services. The
above route was altered accordingly to minimise
Burrows SSSI
service crossings where possible.
Cable route as above, but with an option to
The Fabian Way verge narrows parallel to the SSSI, and
diverge into the SSSI to follow the existing
path. See close-up picture, left, with orange NPTCBC advised that the verge is also protected,
meaning plans to alter it should be avoided where
line showing the optional route.
possible. This option responded by minimising the
route through the protected verge and making use of
an existing path in the SSS instead. It also avoided
entering the SUBC.
However, the route passes through patches of
vegetation within the SSSI, which may be protected or
environmentally sensitive.
Conclusion: both options retained for consideration.
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STATUTORY CONSULTATION PHASE 2: August – September 2013
CABLE ROUTE

DESIGN DATE & ROUTE
August – September 2013
Western arm, with option through SSSI

A4 image at Appendix 2.2

Cable route as above, but with new options
through the SSSI. The Fabian Way route was
extended to continue past the Amazon
roundabout and enter the SSSI east of the
golf course. Optional routes prior to the
valve pit made use of new directional
drilling to cross the River Neath.
Red route – following Fabian Way up to the
golf course with new horizontal directional
drilling (HDD).
Yellow route – following path through the
SSSI and re-using existing cable ducts.
Blue route – new HDD from yellow route.
Orange route – following path through the
SSSI and joining red HDD.
Green route – new HDD from orange route.

Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay – Consultation Report
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CONSULTEE FEEDBACK & DECISION
These route options through the SSSI were explored to
find the route of least negative environmental impact.
The pros and cons of each are summarised as follows:
Red route – Pros: shortest HDD (350m) and avoids SSSI
thus limiting environmental impact/constraints. Cons:
The southern verge of Fabian Way is protected and may
have vegetation; existing utilities are present within the
verge; permission would be required from NPTCBC;
HDD may be required through the golf course.
Yellow route – Pros: Well-established track within the
SSSI, minimal shrub clearance to get equipment
through, no HDD required. Cons: No tree clearance
allowed by NRW and environmental permission
required, unknown condition of existing ducts.
Blue route – Pros: Direct route, reduced length of
cables; well-established track within the SSSI; minimum
disturbance to the SSSI with easy plant and equipment
access. Cons: Longest HDD (680m).
Orange and green routes – Pros: Route between points
3 and 5 is an existing raised track; shortest HDD (350m).
Cons: Existing track contains concrete and large
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boulders and would be difficult to excavate, difficult
access through SSSI zone, longest cable route.
Conclusion: yellow route considered best with blue
route and sections of red route kept as alternatives.
CONSULTATION PHASES 2 to 3: September – October 2013
CABLE ROUTE

A4 image at Appendix 2.2

DESIGN DATE & ROUTE
Western arm, with option of new
directional drilling below River Neath

CONSULTEE FEEDBACK & DECISION
A lack of information regarding the existing ducts and
the suitability of re-using them has led to multiple
options being considered for the Neath crossing.
New directional drilling was proposed for
the River Neath crossing should the existing Additionally, obtaining permits and commercial
agreements from land owners was time-consuming.
ducts be unsuitable for TLSB purposes.
This option was selected to run from the valve pit
See close-up picture, left, with yellow
dotted line showing the optional directional diagonally across the River Neath to minimise the
impacts on the SSSI. However this option is more
drilling route.
expensive than re-using existing ducts.
Conclusion: option of using new HDD required if the
existing ducts are proven unsuitable.
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Western arm, with option of relocating
cable within SUBC
Cable route as above, but part relocated to
run within the SUBC, rather than in the
verge alongside Fabian Way.
See close-up picture, left, with green line
showing the route through the SUBC site.
A4 image at Appendix 2.2

Following consultation with Swansea University and St
Modwen, an option was considered running the cable
within the SUBC, parallel with Fabian Way, in response
to a suggestion that ducts could be installed in the
SUBC during construction with the TLSB cable being
pulled through in the future.
This would minimise impact on Fabian Way (in line with
local authority requests) and avoid issues with
vegetation and a nearby bridge at the point the cable
would otherwise enter the Fabian Way verge.
Conclusion: further exploration required.

Eastern arm, via the SUBC and Fabian
Way
Approximate route length: 10.6km

A4 image at Appendix 2.2
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Cable route option (shown in green),
following the eastern seawall, and from
the eastern landfall along the SUBC
eastern perimeter to Fabian Way,
entering the SSSI prior to the Amazon
roundabout. The route then uses either
existing ducts or new directional drilling
to cross the river before following the
existing path to Baglan Bay substation.

The option crosses fewer existing services and land
holdings, but the additional length of cable route
(c.600m) is costed at c.£1.2million extra, making it
unviable. Furthermore, the eastern seawall has not
been designed for vehicular access, and so access to the
cable for O&M may be problematic.
An alternative route was also considered, diverging
offshore at the bend in the eastern seawall (where it
turns north towards the SUBC). The cable could run
from the bend on the seabed to the River Neath
crossing before following the existing path to the
substation. This is a shorter overall route, but the costs
of the underwater cable together with maintenance
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costs are make it unviable.
Conclusion: both options rejected.
Western arm, with alternative routes
through the SUBC

A4 image at Appendix 2.2

Following further consultation with the
University and St Modwen, new options
were explored for the cable route at the
SUBC, including running parallel (where
possible) to Fabian Way, and routes
following the campus perimeter.
See close-up picture, left, showing: the
original Fabian Way route (blue); the option
parallel to Fabian Way (pink); the western
perimeter option (yellow); and for
reference, the eastern arm option (as
above, in green).

The verge in Fabian Way may be significantly narrowed
to allow better road access to the SUBC. If this goes
ahead, space for the cable route (blue) is limited and
rendering this option difficult.
An alternative (pink) option parallel to Fabian Way,
within the SUBC, is likely to encounter pinch points and
may clash with planned SUBC landscaping works, but is
simple and direct.
The (yellow) route following the SUBC perimeter is
likely to increase the number of crossed services and
will also increase the overall length of the route.
Furthermore, it may impose constraints on subsequent
phases of development west of the SUBC which St
Modwen preferred to avoid.
Conclusion: pink option through SUBC site is preferred.
The blue option is kept as an alternative until SUBC
confirms plans regarding proposed verge realignment
and relocation of existing services.
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CONSULTATION PHASE 3: December 2013
CABLE ROUTE

DESIGN DATE & ROUTE

CONSULTEE FEEDBACK & DECISION

December 2013

Options running north and south of the SUBC both raise
sensitivities for Swansea University: the northern option
affects the SUBC’s main access; the southern option
affects established landscaping and an internal access. In
addition, the southern option affects proposed utilities –
including a new pipe (with 8m easement) discharging
surface water drainage from Fabian Way, which means
the southern option must be rejected for lack of space.

Western arm, via south and east of SUBC

A4 image at Appendix 2.2
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To minimise impact on the SUBC, the
University and St Modwen initially
preferred the route “Eastern arm, via the
SUBC and Fabian Way”, but this was
rejected (in favour of using the western
seawall and northern options around the
SUBC, via blue and pink routes) as explained Running the cable in the highway (north) will be more
cost-effective than locating it in the SUBC. However, if
above.
the cable in the northern option is in the SUBC’s private
To further test the University’s preference, frontage, then there is little to choose between the two in
TLSB explored a final option to run the
terms of benefit. Furthermore, the northern route
cable from the western landfall east to the
extends into ABP’s land ownership (parallel to the road
eastern landfall via ABP land and a
forming part of the Baldwins Bridge junction) and is
proposed new track in front of the SUBC
concurrent with the proposed cycle route to minimise
(which will follow the coastal defence and
land impact.
comprises part of the circular route around
SUBC confirmed that the utilities within the existing
the whole Lagoon). TLSB considered this
(shown green, left) as an alternative to the Fabian Way verge will be relocated but detailed
information has not been provided. As a result, TLSB
northern route around the SUBC. This
decided to install ducts within the new Fabian Way verge
would minimise the impact on SUBC land,
in front of SUBC, in order to pull the cables at a later date
enable the joint bay position to be located
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outside the SUBC, and reduce the number
of existing utilities crossings.

(as the construction of SUBC is ongoing). The route within
SUBC landscaping has been kept as an alternative.

APPLICATION: February 2014
PROPOSED CABLE ROUTE

CONSULTEE FEEDBACK & DECISION
The plan (left) shows the proposed cable route, running
from the turbine housing, up the western seawall to
Swansea Port, through ABP land to Fabian Way and
running north of the SUBC. The route includes flexibility at
the SUBC/Fabian Way, at the SSSI, and at the River Neath
crossing, in order to support resolution of detailed design
matters and land negotiations in the post-application
period. Flexible options can be summarised as follows:
University
a) Preferred – within the new Fabian Way verge
b) Alternative – through SUBC landscaping (between
Fabian Way and Buildings)
SSSI
a) Preferred – within Fabian Way verge
b) Alternative – along SSSI track

A4 image at Appendix 2.2

River Neath
a) Preferred – reuse of ducts
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b) Alternative – new directional drilling
The final part of the route follows an existing path from
the east bank of the River Neath to Baglan Bay substation.
As noted previously, TLSB has complied with best practice
in its proposal to run the cable underground (or within the
seawall) for its entire length.
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2.4

Masterplan design evolution

2.4.1.1

As noted above, TLSB addressed and consulted on masterplanning options to
maximise the regeneration, recreation and leisure opportunities created by, and
inherent to, a tidal lagoon. This informed early consultation phases, but
commenced in detail from January 2013, part-way through consultation Phase
1C, “issues and options”.

2.4.1.2

The design development of these features of the scheme is less directly tied to
the consultation phases as this work necessarily progressed as a series of
concurrent exercises comprising: technical design development, feasibility
testing, development of the client brief, and design development in response to
consultation. Design evolution is reported below with reference to the
consultation phases where possible, and with reference to specific dates of key
changes and inputs where those are more relevant.

2.4.1.3

The ambitions described at the start of this Chapter informed stakeholder
consultation on general masterplan issues from inception onwards, throughout
“early project definition and informing the EIA” (Phase 1A, March 2011 to
November 2012, as reported in Chapter 3) and into “issues and options” (Phase
1C, from November 2012, as reported in Chapter 5). As the power generation
side of the Project progressed, more detail was required on how the offshore
works could best join the land in fulfilment of the masterplanning ambitions of
the Project. Accordingly, and before embarking on statutory consultation (Phase
2, from 4 July to 5 August 2013, reported in Chapters 6 to 10), TLSB set out to
create a masterplan for the site (both onshore and offshore) addressing:

2.4.1.4

i.

The quality of the required buildings and spaces and their management;

ii.

The way these come together to create unique places;

iii.

The built form in relation to Swansea’s history, culture and landscape;

iv.

The provision of access and services;

v.

The engagement of local people and future users in defining and being
involved in the process of change.

A masterplan brief was written in December 2012 with regard to consultation
responses received up to that date (during Phase 1A “early project definition and
informing the EIA”), seeking to provide for the identified elements below. These
elements are either a requirement of the operation and maintenance (O&M) of
the Project, or are provided in support of benefits of the scheme viewed as
desirable by consultees up to that time.
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2.4.1.5

Such benefits primarily comprised:





2.4.1.6

Accessible public realm – supported by CCSC and Swansea Business
Forum, for example
Leisure and recreational facilities in support of watersports – supported
by the Maritime Quarter Residents Association, South West Wales
Tourism Partnership and Swansea Port Health Authority, for example
Visitor and education facilities – supported by CCSC, the Maritime
Quarter Residents Association and South West Wales Tourism
Partnership, for example
Mariculture facilities – supported by the Mumbles Development Trust
and SEACAMS for example.

The following text sets out the requirements of the masterplan and is quoted
directly from the December 2012 brief:















On-shore visitor centre/entrance/facilities building
Secure access control for the west and east landfall points
Control rooms for on/offshore O&M requirements to include:
o Maintenance workshop
o Spares store
o Parking and garage for maintenance vehicles
o Boat storage (RIB for water-based maintenance inspections)
o Welfare facilities for shift workers
o Office accommodation for a maintenance team
National/international competition standard:
o Boating centre and storage (rowing, dinghy sailing, canoes/kayaks,
rescue equipment etc)
o Accompanying sports and recreation centre (changing rooms, wc’s)
Café (on- and off-shore)
Childrens’ play/recreation area near landfall, and other visitor facilities
Mariculture centre supporting the possibility of cultivating
oysters/shellfish (for consumption) in the lagoon
Public transport, road, pedestrian and cycle access to existing
highways/networks
New pedestrian/cycle access along the existing seawall, allowing visitors,
emergency vehicles, and a potential land-train to complete a circuit of the
lagoon as a whole
Pedestrian/cycle bridge over King’s Lock, linking to SA1 and beyond to the
city centre
Appropriate links to the proposed Swansea University Bay Campus
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2.4.1.7

Visitor and staff car parking, plus pick-up/drop-off
Bicycle park and ‘Boris bikes’ for recreational use
General input to engineers’ wall design to help deliver public realm
elements of the scheme such as:
o Definition of width of wall crest, and safety requirements, for public
access – for walking, cycling, land-train, emergency vehicles, artwork
plinths, etc
o Transport from on-shore facilities to off-shore visitor attractions, e.g.
for disabled and children’s access via land-train or other proposal
o Slipways/access points into lagoon for leisure craft, O&M craft,
swimmers
o Plinths for sculpture/arts at strategic points around/integrated into
the wall
o Angling spots
o Mariculture areas
o Education trails (e.g. to view rock pools at varying tidal stages)
o Lighting requirements on- and off-shore (with reference to visual
impact)
o Emergency vehicle access around seawall
o Viewing platform in the middle of the lagoon
Other requirements that evolve during the wider consultation process.
All work to be inspired by the design principle, “natural forms, the natural
movement of water, the ebb and flow of tides”.

The following constraints and opportunities were identified for the
masterplanning work (directly quoted from the December 2012 design brief):
i.

It is hoped that the lagoon can be used to host national and international
sporting events (e.g. rowing, triathlon, open water swimming), for which
peak daily visitor numbers are predicted to be 3,000. Peak summer visitor
numbers outside of such events, for day-to-day visits to the permanent
facilities, are also estimated at 3,000 (based on visitor figures for the Big Pit
National Coal Museum and Swansea Waterfront Museum).

ii.

The scale of the project, for example: length of lagoon wall (c.10km), area
of water enclosed (c.10km2), length of existing outer harbour wall (King’s
Dock is approx. 1.6km in length), and distances to SA1/Swansea city centre.
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iii.

Access to appropriate depths of water for recreational purposes at varying
tides (deepest water is closest to the western landfall of the lagoon wall;
the eastern landfall will be a significant distance from water at low tide).

iv.

Possible consolidation of all on-shore elements (recreational and O&M)
into one site/building for construction viability.

v.

Visitor safety – on the wall and in the water, in all weathers, 24-hours/day,
and in close proximity to working docks (not publicly accessible at present).
NB: it is hoped that the site and lagoon wall can be ‘adventurous’ places
which trust visitors to behave safely, without being spoiled by excess
railings and hazard warnings (the waterfront at Hammarby Sjostad,
Stockholm, is an exemplar approach).

vi.

O&M requirements.

vii.

Emergency vehicle requirements.

viii.

Competition/viability with reference to existing and proposed facilities in
the area – e.g. provision of two new cafés on-site (onshore and offshore);
existing watersports facilities at SA1 and St Helen’s 360; Industrial
Maritime Museum at SA1; etc.

ix.

Consideration of the incorporation of existing derelict/semi-derelict
buildings on dock-front.

x.

Environmental impact – ref: Crymlyn Burrows SSSI.

2.4.1.8

The brief was issued in December 2012 (based on lagoon design D) and a
competitive tender process held. LDA Design was appointed as masterplanner
and lead designer in January 2013, and work began immediately. Soon after the
appointment, TLSB began to consider larger lagoon options E to M (as set out
above), with corresponding impact on the location of the eastern landfall which
would move out of Swansea Port land towards the SUBC and (in some cases)
Crymlyn Burrows SSSI and the River Neath beyond. Early masterplanning work
adapted accordingly and helped to inform the decision to progress with option
J3, as described in Table 2.1.

2.4.1.9

Consultation on the detailed masterplan comprised a series of meetings and
workshops with key stakeholders (and public events) as listed in Table 2.3,
below. The masterplanning process also provided input to graphic consultation
materials supporting: the later stages of “issues and options” consultation (from
January to June 2013, Chapter 5); all consultation on the “preferred option and
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the PEIR” (from 4 July 2013, Chapters 7 to 10); and ongoing engagement
thereafter.

Table 2.3: Masterplanning meeting schedule (public events in bold)
Meeting title

Meeting date

Masterplan presentation to ABP
Masterplan options presentation to Swansea University
Masterplan workshop with Swansea University, St
Modwen & Prince’s Foundation
Design Commission for Wales (DCfW) presentation (1)
Statutory consultation on “preferred option and the
PEIR” commences – public and stakeholder events
Swansea University & St Modwen land meeting
ABP land meeting
Welsh Government (SA1 manager), Project
introduction
DCfW presentation (2)
CCSC Highways and Rights of Way
NPTCBC Highways and Urban Design
Statutory consultation on “preferred option and the
PEIR” ends
ABP land meeting
DCfW presentation & initial Design Review (3)
CCSC SLVIA
ABP land meeting
Swansea University & St Modwen land conference call
ABP land meeting
CCSC and NPTCBC EIA results and mitigation
Swansea University & St Modwen commercial meeting
ABP land meeting
CCSC and NPTCBC highways and drainage
EIA feedback event, including masterplanning matters
– public and stakeholder event
Sustrans
DCfW formal Design Review (4)
Swansea University & St Modwen design meeting
ABP land meeting
Swansea University & St Modwen commercial meeting

13 March 2013
18 March 2013
24 April 2013
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3 May 2013
4 July 2013
16 July 2013
17 July 2103
18 July 2013
11 July 2013
15 July 2013
25 July 2013
5 August 2013
9 August 2013
12 August 2013
19 September 2013
5 September 2013
20 September 2013
30 September 2013
1 October 2013
4 October 2013
4 October 2013
9 October 2013
17 October 2013
17 October 2013 onwards
6 November 2013
27 November 2013
11 December 2013
7 January 2014
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2.4.1.10

2.1.1.1

The masterplan design evolution is described below across three tables as
follows:


Table 2.4 – Access design evolution. It should be noted that whilst a
proposal for junctions 1 to 6 was consulted upon, individual junctions
were also given detailed, separate consideration. This approach is set out
clearly in the Table.



Table 2.5 – Building locations design evolution



Table 2.6 – Public realm design evolution

The Design and Access Statement (DAS) accompanying this Application provides
further detail on the masterplanning process and eventual masterplan (including
full-size plans to complement the thumbnails below), as well as building design. A4
prints of the thumbnails below are provided in Appendices 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5.
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Table 2.4: Access strategy, design evolution
ACCESS STRATEGY PART 1: vehicles (see supporting A4 images in Appendix 2.3)
DESIGN DATE & RATIONALE – Junctions 1 to 6
March 2013: Junctions 1 to 6 (shown as black dots, left, numbered from west
to east) were identified as part of the construction and operational phase
masterplanning as possible junctions along Fabian Way providing access to the
Lagoon site for both construction and operation. The capacity of the junctions
was considered as well as the appropriateness of construction and operational
traffic moving through the areas adjoining the junctions, and routes to the site
extending from them. The options are considered in turn below, running from
east to west (in reverse numerical order, starting with 5 and 6 together).
A4 images at Appendix 2.3

CONSULTEE /
EIA FEEDBACK
& DECISION

The options were reviewed by the Project transport and wider EIA team. Considerations of land referencing and the
extent of rights extending over existing highways (yet to be adopted) were researched. Between March 2013 and
November 2013, consultation and technical work led to the finalisation of the onshore access strategy, as described
below. Access by cycles and pedestrians was considered in parallel, but is reported separately in Part 2 of this table.
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DESIGN DATE & RATIONALE – Junctions 5 and 6
March 2013: From the east, junctions 5 and 6 provide private access from
Fabian Way via the approved SUBC masterplan. The principal function of
junction 6 was to provide secondary access for the Campus, whilst junction 5
was to provide the main Campus entrance. For the Lagoon, the junctions had
potential to provide access for a number of purposes, including operations and
maintenance (O&M) access and emergency access to the eastern seawall via
the eastern side of the SUBC and visitor access from the east. At junction 6, the
access would be located to the eastern edge of the SUBC, whilst from junction
5 the access would be located to the western edge. A vehicle counter on
junction 5 (required by planning condition) was understood to be a potential
limit on use, restricting operational capacity of the SUBC.
A4 images at Appendix 2.3
CONSULTEE /
EIA FEEDBACK
& DECISION

Upon further consideration and consultation, several issues were identified with junctions 5 and 6, including:
April/May 2013: Potential harm to a protected triangular dune system within Crymlym Burrows (which whilst not
protected as part of the SSSI, is protected as a requirement of planning permission for the SUBC) was understood to be
an important consideration impacting the access route from junction 6 to the eastern landfall. The harm would occur
from vehicle access extending beyond the proposed track down the eastern perimeter of the SUBC and over the raised
levels of the triangular dune.
June/July 2013: Early discussions with the University determined that junction 5 could not be reasonably used for main
operational/visitor access to the Lagoon, either singly or in combination with other junctions, due to traffic generation
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impact imposing loading on the junction that was subject to a threshold imposed through the SUBC planning approval.
O&M options remained under consideration for junctions 5 and 6.
July 2013: Consideration of potential cycle and pedestrian access link to Fabian Way was considered following meetings
with CCSC and NPTCBC and further exploration in discussions with St Modwen and Swansea University in July and DCfW
in August 2013.
July to October 2013: Concerns from CCSC and NPTCBC Highways Authorities in relation to O&M access and emergency
access being provided from the junction were expressed due to junction capacity constraints. In the case of O&M access
(as opposed to general public access to the Lagoon), concerns remained due to requirements placed on the SUBC
planning permission and the risk of unregulated use by vehicles accessing the Baldwins Bridge junction and the site.
July to October 2013: CCSC and NPTCBC ecology officers identified possible intensification of activity adjoining the SSSI
with vehicle access from these junctions for O&M and possible pedestrian and cycle pressure. The alignment of the
Lagoon circular route was developed in conjunction with the dune design to deflect Lagoon visitors to head west or south
from the eastern landfall and avoid taking any route to the east into the SSSI.
October 2013: After a follow-up meeting with CCSC and NPTCBC, TLSB subsequently determined that O&M including
emergency access to the eastern arm of the Lagoon wall, should be provided from the port road to the west with the
O&M facilities based at the western landfall.
March 2013 to September2013: During this period, there was uncertainty during consultation with the University and St
Modwen regarding boundary treatment, access and security requirements for the eastern SUBC boundary, to adequately
inform the potential for accommodation of O&M access. Clarity was provided through detailed plan information
exchange in October 2013 relating to SUBC Section 278 agreement information and provision of the approved planning
information, in addition to feedback from CCSC and NPTCBC following a meeting in October 2013. The extent of existing
services and easements located to the eastern edge of the proposed SUBC provided further clarity.
October 2013: The need for a manned and gated access point for the eastern landfall was considered unnecessary by
Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay – Consultation Report
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TLSB following further design resolution and a gated access operated by staff based at the western landfall was
considered to be the more suitable option. In addition, gated access to the proposed track through the proposed dune
and saltmarsh area was proposed to control public parking and access to the SSSI and SUBC whilst allowing controlled
University access and O&M access. It was also determined that the University could secure control to the Lagoon sailing
facilities via this route subject to future detailed discussions.
October to December 2013: A subsequent request was made by CCSC and NPTCBC to consider a pedestrian and cycle
route along the eastern boundary of the SUBC to link to Fabian Way which was explored. TLSB considered that conflict
with SUBC security was prohibitive if the route utilised the existing track proposed as part of the SUBC and/or surface
water outfall easement within the secure boundary of the Campus, and that potential pressure on the SSSI would be
increased. The pedestrian and cycle connection to Fabian Way explored between July and September 2013 via the route
west and north of the SUBC, was proposed to be retained. The need for this link was reinforced in meetings with DCfW in
November and in correspondence with Sustrans in November/December 2013. It is understood that Sustrans is exploring
opportunities to improve the National Route provision and that the proposals for Langdon Road connection and
improvement would facilitate these improvements.
October to December 2013: Detailed information provided by the University illustrated a Campus bus stop west of
junction 5 at an existing location concurrent with the proposed emerging cycle link to the west, that was being
considered by NPTCBC (and subject to initial design work by consultants) following a meeting in October. TLSB sought to
align pedestrian and cycle links to the west to connect with the proposed cable route alignment. Matters were discussed
in principle at a meeting with the University in December 2013 to agree a more detailed alignment.
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DESIGN DATE & RATIONALE – Junction 4
Junction 4 at Baldwin’s Bridge is a grade-separated junction providing access to
Baldwin’s Crescent. In the immediate vicinity of the junction is a dedicated bus
route connecting the Coed Darcy development to Swansea city centre, avoiding
the use of the Fabian Way junction at Baldwin’s Bridge and accessing it further
east from Elba Crescent. The junction also provides the main access for
Swansea Port and the Welsh Water WWTW and is being used for construction
traffic associated with the new SUBC.
The junction was considered for construction access, future O&M access for
exceptional loads, and for operational visitor access, as well as a potential link
for pedestrians and cyclists extending from the site to link with Fabian Way.
A4 images at Appendix 2.3

CONSULTEE /
EIA FEEDBACK
& DECISION

The junction is proposed for limited exceptional construction access for the
Lagoon possibly working in conjunction with junction 3 as part of a one-way
system, i.e. one way in and one way out.

Having considered Junction 4 as an option, several issues were identified during consultation and technical consideration,
including:


Poor forward horizontal and vertical visibility along Fabian Way.



Concerns from the Highway Authority in relation to safety aspects at the junction and advice that recommended
avoiding using the junction.



Economic viability in relation to the costs associated with potential upgrading works to the junction sufficient to
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permit safe/acceptable use for the local authorities.


Potential conflicts with the junction providing the main access for the Lagoon as well as the Port and the Welsh
Water WWTW.



The risk of ‘rat running’ traffic coming off Junction 4 to reach the city centre via Langdon Road using the proposed
site access road.

Although the junction did not provide the most suitable access point for construction and operational traffic including
visitor access, it was retained as an option pending further investigation into Junction 3 further west along Fabian Way.
June/July 2013: ABP altered the location of their main port access from Junction 3 to Junction 4 (in a phased process
between 24 June and 22 July 2013) which also broadly coincided with the commencement of construction activity on the
SUBC site.
September 2013: Junction 4 was dismissed for vehicular operational and maintenance uses including visitor access,
following technical and further analysis of the criteria identified above, and more detailed analysis of the viability of
Junction 3 access, and the development of an appropriate access route to the Lagoon. The potential use for exceptional
loads during the construction phase was retained. The recent alteration of the Port access to this location required more
detailed design development of the Port entrance to accommodate a new control gate accessing the revised Port road
arrangement (associated with the emerging design for the Lagoon access road extending from Junction 3).
July to November 2013: the road associated with the junction was considered for use for a pedestrian and cycle link to
the east connecting to Fabian Way. A route parallel to the existing road now forms part of the proposals. In addition, the
local authorities had expressed concerns that the proposed vehicular access road for the Lagoon from junction 3, could
be reached from Junction 4 and that the design needed to avoid the risk of any rat-running traffic.
November to December 2013: A restriction is proposed on the Lagoon/ Port access road at Junction 4 to stop this use
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which has been incorporated into the road design.
October 2013: In considering Junction 4 for access to the Lagoon, through consultation with the local authorities, it was
ascertained that the Lagoon access could also offer potential future opportunities to connect the Coed Darcy bus link to
the city centre and the new SUBC, via Langdon Road avoiding Fabian Way, and linking the proposed Lagoon access road
being developed at junction 3.
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DESIGN DATE & RATIONALE – Junction 3
The Junction 3 access option from Fabian Way is a signal-controlled junction from all
directions, with no on/off slip road access. Until July 2013, the junction provided the
main access for all Port-associated traffic and therefore the alignment of the junction
allowed for movement of large-scale vehicles. North of Fabian Way, the existing Park
and Ride facility provides direct links to the city centre with the express bus route link
parallel to Fabian Way.

A4 images at Appendix 2.3

Locating the access route at Junction 3 offered the opportunity for good access to the
Lagoon using a junction with capacity that was close to the city centre. The proximity
of the existing Park and Ride facility was considered beneficial providing opportunities
for a linked and dedicated bus service to the Lagoon, picking up potential visitors from
connecting buses. The location of the junction within close proximity to the SA1
Swansea Waterfront Regeneration project and Langdon Road (which is due for
adoption), also offered the opportunity to integrate access to the Lagoon to SA1 and
the future growth of the city. The immediate highway area at the junction is adopted,
with adoption extending to the eastern arm of the Langdon Road. The western arm of
the junction is in the control of ABP and is not presently adopted (and is identified as a
road subject to a Section 38 Agreement).
Two routes to the Lagoon were considered from this junction. One extending west,
and one extending east. The eastern extension is preferred, for Project-specific
reasons described below. The eastern route also provides future opportunities for a
potential link between the Coed Darcy dedicated bus route and the SUBC and SA1,
avoiding Fabian Way. The route also allows for strategic pedestrian and cycle links to
be secured to the east and Fabian Way from Langdon Road.
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The route also provides opportunities for cycle and pedestrian links to the city via SA1
Page 143 being pursued with improvements to the existing
and Langdon Road which
are
adopted and unadopted carriageway.
The eastern access strategy and road alignment has driven a more clearly defined
destination location for the western landfall with bus terminus and car parking.
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CONSULTEE /
EIA FEEDBACK
& DECISION

The western route from Junction 3
A number of issues were identified during consultation in relation to the western alignment of the access road, which
proposed main visitor access to the western arm of the Lagoon wall. Two routes for the link road were considered: one
extending through the port using the existing port road and one extending along the southern edge of the Prince of
Wales Dock along an existing new road that would require extension. In both options, the link would extend over the
existing Prince of Wales Lock (between the King’s and Prince of Wales Docks), parallel to an existing swing bridge that
forms part of the road network and would therefore require a new bridge to accommodate the traffic. The route would
then extend south passing the Ro-Ro ferry terminal to cross the King’s Lock (the sole sea entrance to the port estate).
March to August 2013: The western access link was explored in technical terms and in consultation with ABP. The
eastern route was rejected by October 2013 for the following reasons:
 March to September 2013: The need for additional infrastructure provision was explored in technical terms and in
consultation with ABP where the access route aligns with the existing ABP road to ensure the route has sufficient
capacity to meet the needs of ABP and the Lagoon and that there are no conflicts with port regulated vehicles.
 July 2013: The Welsh Government, which controls the SA1 area, expressed concerns over the visual impact should the
route be provided south of the Prince of Wales Dock, suggesting it would impact future development aspirations.
 March to September 2013: TLSB met ABP to discuss: the requirement for an additional vehicular crossing point over
the Prince of Wales Lock; constraints in relation to available land area to accommodate the crossings; constraints
associated with water traffic using the Prince of Wales Lock; and clearance areas required in relation to large scale
vessels accessing Prince of Wales dock (e.g. for leisure purposes identified by CCSC as vital). The Lock provides the
only water access into Prince of Wales Dock until the proposed new lock within the SA1 development is complete. In
addition, a potential need to remove the northern section of an operational building was also explored, aligning the
western end of the King’s Dock to allow sufficient turning space for vehicles crossing the Prince of Wales Lock.
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The requirement for separate routes for port and Lagoon traffic and the provision of permanent public access which
would result in the severance of an existing continuous secure area of port land into secure land parcels, and isolation
of the Ro-Ro ferry terminal was also discussed with ABP.
 March 2013 - October 2013: The link road extending to the western landfall was explored with ABP, and required the
provision of a crossing over the King’s Lock which comprises the only access to the Port from the sea. Crossing options
were developed by TLSB in conjunction with exploration of the viability of securing pedestrian and cycle links to
Trafalgar Bridge and existing publicly-accessible routes. Options included access across the Port and the Ro-Ro
terminal area; and across WG land in SA1 (including the part-completed new lock into Prince of Wales Dock).
The routes and bridge crossing concepts were presented to CCSC, NPTCBC, DCfW and consulted upon within the PEIR
and with ABP. Crossings considered comprised:
- a dual-use port and public swing bridge with separated carriageways. This structure would be large and would
provide the potential benefit to the port of avoiding the need for port traffic to extend around the entire port to the
east in order to reach the dry dock area in the west;
- a public swing bridge with separate vehicular and cycle/pedestrian portions;
- a port swing bridge; and
- a pedestrian and cycle swing bridge only.
Bridge alignments considered the operation of the King’s Lock and the final proposals avoided interfering with the lock
operation, limiting the potential delays to vessels using the lock (via alignments avoiding both the operational gates of
the lock and the delays that would result in dewatering the lock). Early proposals for certain swing bridge options may
have required demolition of key port buildings and were rejected early in the design process.
The pedestrian and cycle routes explored different alignments with an ultimate connection to the existing publiclyTidal Lagoon Swansea Bay – Consultation Report
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accessible route at the Trafalgar Bridge.


September 2013: In all cases, the provision of public vehicular access across the western end of the port was
considered to impose unacceptable risks to the port and the provision of a vehicle bridge placing risk on port
operation, in the event of failure resulting in the closure of access to the entire port via King’s Lock.



October 2013: While the vehicular link from the west was dismissed for port operational reasons, the use of a
western link across the King’s Lock for pedestrians and cyclists only and potential low intensive emergency O&M
continued to be explored during consultation but was dismissed in October 2013 following further consultation due to
port operation matters.

The western alignment of the access road was not considered a viable option in light of the above.
The eastern route from Junction 3


March to October 2013: During this period, the eastern route was explored in consultation with ABP to provide the
main access for O&M requirements including visitor arrivals and public transport access for the Lagoon and roadbased construction traffic. During consultation with CCSC in July 2013, the junction was considered to be appropriate
subject to further detailed analysis.



August to October 2013: In the light of emerging and final operational constraints at the port (including the use of
Junction 2 for visitor access (see below) and emerging, unrealisable, aspirations for pedestrian and cycle access from
the west across the port), a more defined destination-led masterplan design at the western landfall was developed.
This sought to achieve a more clearly-defined public transport and bus link strategy for the Lagoon that fitted well
with the use of Junction 3 and the eastern link road. In addition, the exploration of a River Tawe ‘water shuttle’ was
explored to secure connections to the Lagoon from the west by pedestrians and cyclists, detailed in the Junction 2
description (see below).
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October 2013: TLSB confirmed that, as a result of consultation and technical considerations, Junction 3 and the
eastern link road were the preferred access location for all phases of the Project having explored Junction 3 western
link road and Junction 4 access arrangements and discounted junction 2 (see below).
The preferred route would utilise the existing highway from Junction 3 off Fabian Way, extending from an existing
adopted road section before extending south through the port. The proposed route would pass through land owned
by Dan Morrissey (which has been sold by ABP) with the road alignment lying to the west to minimise interference
with the land, before reaching the existing port road. It is proposed that the Lagoon access and port road run in
parallel, with security fence separating them, using existing road infrastructure where possible and avoiding
interruption of the water treatment works or the port land used by Trinity House (explored during consultation with
ABP and Trinity House respectively). The route extends around the eastern perimeter of the port avoiding disturbance
to contaminated land. The route then extends south of King’s Dock using as much of the existing port road as possible
to reach the western landfall location.

The construction access strategy utilises this junction and road alignment to provide access to the eastern and western
landfalls and central construction laydown area in land between King’s and Queen’s Dock.
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DESIGN DATE & RATIONALE – Junction 2
Junction 2 provides the main access to the SA1 regeneration project in the form of a
traffic light controlled junction. The potential road route extended through mixed use
development areas of SA1 including a roundabout junction, a traffic calmed commercial
area, and relatively tightly aligned junction in a formal space on King’s Road before
extending south towards the Port. The junction was considered for operational traffic
for the Lagoon, providing access to the western landfall via King’s Lock, across land that
forms part of the future SA1 masterplan area, across the partially-completed new lock
into Prince of Wales Dock, and within the port on an existing road parallel to the Ro-Ro
ferry terminal extending to King’s Lock. Various options were considered for different
parking and vehicular access arrangements in conjunction with pedestrian and cycle
connection to the west. An alternative route extending west along Langdon Road was
also explored linking to the new port road.

A4 images at Appendix 2.3

CONSULTEE /
EIA FEEDBACK
& DECISION

The junction access and road route has not been progressed for operational use. The
route was not considered appropriate for construction traffic given its residential and
commercial context and relatively restricted road alignments.

A number of issues were identified in relation to the use of this junction between March 2013 and September 2013 that
led to its rejection from further consideration:


The quantity and nature of traffic predicted to use the route with existing traffic-calming in place; the passing of the
route through a mixed-use development area; and the potential for conflicting uses and disturbance to residents.



Varying ownership of the land through which the access road would need to pass within SA1, with the King’s Road
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being identified as a road subject to a Section 38 Agreement with potential difficulties in securing rights.


The need for additional road infrastructure to provide an access route for the Lagoon and the port across a relatively
constrained land area at the western end of King’s Dock, whilst maintaining separate access for the port and the
Lagoon to ensure security and avoiding potential conflicts with regulated port vehicles.

As with Junction 3 (western link option), the route required the provision of a crossing point over the King’s Lock which in
all cases was considered to impose unacceptable risks to the port operation and, in the event of failure, resulting in the
closure of access to the entire port via King’s Lock. The access road would extend to cross the future new lock access into
the Prince of Wales Dock and require consideration of a swing/movable bridge.


During consultation with ABP, the access issues were explored including the consideration of separate routes for the
port and Lagoon, and the provision of permanent public access. ABP considered that permanent public access across
the port by vehicle, cycle or pedestrian would result in the severance of an existing continuous secure area of port
land into secure land parcels and isolation of the Ro-Ro ferry terminal. This, in conjunction with the requirement to
cross the King’s Lock, would pose an unacceptable restriction and risk on the port operation.
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DESIGN DATE & RATIONALE – Junction 1
The King’s Road junction is the most westerly Fabian Way access option and was
considered for operational traffic uses only. The junction provides direct access to the
Lagoon from the closest junction to the city.

A4 images at Appendix 2.3

CONSULTEE /
EIA FEEDBACK
& DECISION

The junction was considered from March 2013 to July 2013 but following consultation and technical consideration was
rejected from further consideration. The following were considered to be relevant considerations:




The junction adjoined the city’s main gyratory system and roundabout that straddles the River Tawe which was
considered to be a confusing and difficult junction to negotiate.
The junction was already at capacity.
The access route would extend through the mixed-use and residential areas of SA1, forming a link to the Lagoon via
the port with all the issues identified for junction 2.
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ACCESS STRATEGY – PART 2: pedestrian and cycle (see supporting A4 images in Appendix 2.3)
DESIGN DATE & RATIONALE – pedestrian and cycle access
Opportunities for pedestrian and cycle links were considered parallel to discussion of
vehicular access recorded above. To the west, access from the city centre included:


Pedestrian and cycle links across the Sail and Trafalgar Bridges using the existing
adopted highway and connecting to the existing Sustrans National Cycle Network
and/or the Welsh Coastal Path, providing links across the River Tawe.



Pedestrian and cycle links around the south western extents of the SA1
redevelopment site, albeit temporarily aligned until the final masterplan was
implemented and a permanent route could be constructed.



Pedestrian and cycle links to the west/south of the Ro-Ro (option 1), providing a
waterfront walkway and attractive route connecting the city centre and Lagoon.

Pedestrian and cycle links to the north/east of the Ro-Ro (option 2), offering a connection to the existing port road along which a walkway/cycleway
would be provided. Following options testing of the proposed vehicular access route, and Junction 3 providing the preferred vehicular access from
Fabian Way, opportunities for pedestrian and cycle links to the Lagoon have been considered. The proposals are illustrated above and include:


Provision of footways and cycleways aligning the port road and access road.



Enhanced pedestrian and cycle facilities along the existing highway at Langdon Road providing a connection between the Lagoon and SA1.

Opportunities were explored for future provision of pedestrian and cycle links from the east around Baldwins Bridge, connecting with existing routes
that currently terminate in this area. This would allow potential links to be made between Crymlyn Burrows, Swansea University, the Lagoon and city
centre.
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CONSULTEE /
EIA FEEDBACK
& DECISION

The consultation and design iteration relating to the establishment of pedestrian and cycle routes (connecting the Lagoon to the city
and the wider road and cycle network) are outlined in the Access Strategy section above as these issues were explored in tandem
with vehicular access issues. Through consultation with ABP, direct access between the city centre and Lagoon was discounted as a
viable option as ABP (the landowner) has the status of a Statutory Body in a planning context, and therefore are afforded certain
protections in relation to their operational requirements. Due to the concerns raised by the landowner around the proposed
western pedestrian link, the powers of compulsory purchase TLSB may seek to be granted for the development could not be relied
upon for this area. Therefore it could not be guaranteed the areas necessary to create a pedestrian link to the west could be
secured. On this basis, the decision was taken to discount the link as a viable option. These proposals are being carried forward as
part of the DCO application.
DESIGN DATE & RATIONALE – the ‘western link’
Due to restricted pedestrian and cycle access from the west, as outlined above and
recorded in detail in the ‘Access’ section, alternatives were considered to provide the
connection between the city centre and Lagoon identified as desirable during
consultation. Pontoons are proposed on the west bank of the Tawe and adjoining the
western landfall of the Lagoon on the east bank of the Tawe to support the potential
provision of a lagoon ‘water shuttle’. Such a water shuttle could provide a regular
service across the Tawe subject to viability.

A4 images at Appendix 2.3

CONSULTEE /
EIA FEEDBACK
& DECISION

October to November 2013: The provision of pontoons on the west and eastern banks of the Tawe was discussed with ABP and
presented to DCfW and received general support in the light of the outcome of studies and consultation relating to inability to
secure access across the port land for cycle and pedestrian access. The proposal was also discussed with Sustrans and CCSC officers
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in October 2013. TLSB will provide infrastructure in support of the water shuttle on the Lagoon wall, as part of the DCO application.

Table 2.5: Building locations design evolution
BUILDING LOCATIONS (see supporting A4 images in Appendix 2.4)

DESIGN DATE
& RATIONALE

A number of buildings were identified to meet the operational requirements of the energy generating Lagoon, while
supporting opportunities for recreation, sport and visitor facilities associated with the Lagoon.
Four broad building locations were identified during the masterplanning process having regard to land availability, access
and movement strategy, masterplan opportunities and operational requirements. These are shown by points A to D on
the figure above left (and described in the bullets below). The locations of the buildings and their proposed uses have
altered through the design life of the Project in response to evolving TLSB requirements and the detailed input of diverse
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consultees. The building uses comprise O&M functions as well as supporting leisure and sporting functions.


Location A: turbine housing site, potentially accommodating offshore O&M and providing a unique location for
visitor centre facilities.



Location B: western landfall site, potentially accommodating onshore O&M and general onshore visitor/recreation
facilities.



Location C: eastern landfall site, potentially accommodating onshore O&M and any facilities relating to the SSSI
and/or SUBC. TLSB facilities in this location could combine with what was understood to be a planning commitment
for the SUBC to provide a SSSI information centre/point.



Location D: low-water point on eastern seawall, providing permanent access to water, potentially accommodating
recreation/water sports facilities relating to the SUBC (with combined O&M as required).

The final proposed locations and functions of buildings following consultation, technical and operational development
are illustrated in the figure above right, comprising:


Offshore Building including visitor centre and O&M facilities at the turbine hall;



Western Landfall Building including onshore visitor orientation point, boating centre, O&M facilities, emergency
facilities and oyster/lobster hatchery; and



SSSI information point at the eastern landfall.

The design of each building was required to respond to the Lagoon and wider context, including the ‘marine park’
concept (see public realm, below) and the different character areas of the Lagoon, as well as having a defined
relationship with the other buildings.
The water quality of the Bay was an important consideration in the exploration of water contact sport uses on the Lagoon
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and the influence on building function. A number of improvement strategies were explored with consultees (e.g. DCWW
and CCSC) to secure sufficient water quality for water contact in all seasons. Two options are proposed that will deliver
the required improvements with wider benefits to the Bay. The two options include ultraviolet disinfection of the storm
water and/or an extension of the existing long sea outfall beyond the seawall of the Lagoon.
CONSULTEE /
EIA FEEDBACK
& DECISION

July to August 2013: Initial designs for the two main buildings were presented in the PEIR exhibition following early
design development. The massing of the buildings was described as:


Location A: Offshore Building (including main visitor centre), three storeys high above the seawall.



Location B: Western Landfall Building (including boating centre and smaller visitor orientation space), three storeys
high.



Location C: Information/orientation facility, two storeys high.



Location D: Eastern building/facility with water access, two storeys high.

The early building concepts were also presented to DCfW in July and August 2013 as part of a wider Project presentation.
Comments on the buildings following consultation were limited at this stage, highlighting only that it would be important
to retain building design quality following the DCO application. DCfW drew attention to the need to address potential
impacts on the SSSI resulting from the proposals, noting the yellow colour of gantry cranes on the turbine housing for
example. In addition, DCfW noted the importance of the ‘materiality’ of the buildings and the detail of exposed sections
of seawall and turbine housing.
September 2013: The revised concepts were being developed and a revised height parameter for the Offshore Building of
22.5m above seawall level was considered.
October to November 2013: Following consultation, the design philosophy for the buildings was reconsidered in
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conjunction with more developed work on viability, client concept and masterplanning. Two new building designs were
developed in the two locations consulted upon for the main buildings. The designs were presented at the EIA feedback
event on 17 October 2013, and to DCfW for formal design review on 6 November 2013. DCfW recorded their in-principle
support to the Project proposals and commended TLSB’s comprehensive approach to design consultation. DCfW noted a
convincing explanation for the location of the Western Landfall Building, but suggested improvements to the ‘arrival’.
DCfW were also encouraged by the progress on the Offshore Building, providing its wider context in relation to the
adjacent turbine housing is well resolved.
Offshore visitor and O&M facility
The proposals for an offshore visitor facility were developed in conjunction with the emerging requirements for O&M.
The initial masterplanning process explored the travel distance to the Offshore Building of approximately 3km and a walk
time of 30-40 minutes. This distance drove the need for a well-conceived visitor facility that would be well-connected to
the western landfall and supported by easy and controlled vehicular access. The provision of an electric bus/train was
agreed at an early point (with segregated pedestrian and cycle access along the seawall), and limited staff and disabled
parking at the Offshore Building. The early masterplan concepts for the Offshore Building considered two options: a
simple, limited visitor centre experience with guided tours into the turbine housing and limited facilities (including
changing facilities and key O&M facilities for the turbine hall); or a destination facility that would be a draw for visitors in
larger numbers.
From July to August 2013, the PEIR consulted upon the ‘destination facility’ which was presented to DCfW in July and
August 2013. Local community consultation indicated strong support (87 per cent) for a visitor centre built on the Lagoon
wall, and high levels of intention (91 per cent) to visit such a facility upon completion. Following consultation, the design
for the facility was progressed with a change in the design concept driven by the client brief, viability and masterplan
considerations. The revised design concept was a more direct response to the open water and ‘natural’ context which
would complement and contrast with the Onshore Building (more closely associated with the coast and port). The
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building design was developed to create a ‘marker’ building which was presented to DCfW in November 2013.
Onshore boating, visitor orientation, O&M and hatchery
Summer 2011 onwards (ongoing): Consultation with interested parties in sailing and water sports provided a draft brief,
in December 2012, for the sailing facilities that informed early masterplanning and building design.
The early masterplan initially allowed for the boating facility at location D (the bend in the eastern seawall). Further work
in relation to the operational requirements of sailing facilities informed developing designs suggesting the greatest
potential for a main boating centre was at the western landfall at location B, with a possible secondary facility for the
University on the eastern seawall.
The design of the sailing facilities was underpinned by analysis of prevailing winds, consideration of ease of access to
permanent deep water for disabled users, and the extents of hardstanding areas for boats, servicing etc, which directed
the provision of the sailing facilities to location B. Whilst the tidal modelling illustrated that location D could provide the
required water depth, location B could also provide the required water depth with localised dredging and provide
additional advantages, including:


Preferable location in relation to wind directions;



Greater availability of hardstanding areas;



Closer proximity to greater numbers of people and ease of access for events and users;



A focus for visitor facilities along the western arm of the Lagoon, with the sailing facilities and associated
buildings providing a reception for parties of visitors to the western landfall, as well as the offshore facilities; and



Separation from the protected habitats within Crymlyn Burrows and the private campus of the University.

Subsequently, the sailing facilities were relocated to (and unified at) location B which would also provide access control
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to the western arm of the Lagoon seawall. All planned facilities were removed from location D with the exception of a
future ‘pearl’ (e.g. a shelter or artwork), shown on the masterplan.
March to October 2013: Further consultation provided clarity on the water access and onshore and open water area
requirements for differing classes of sailing and events that could be accommodated on the Lagoon. In addition,
discussion with highways consultees (in July and October 2013) indicated that thresholds of vehicle numbers and timing
would need to be considered to moderate the traffic impacts that could arise from large-scale sailing or water sports
events. In response, a major events Travel Plan framework was prepared and submitted to the local authorities in
October 2013.
This work paralleled ongoing studies relating to the control of tidal levels in the Lagoon and the extent of deep water at
low tide, which informed the extent of any dredging to facilitate water access at a depth of 2m for keeled vessels
required for those with disabilities.
University requirements/aspirations to capture the water sports opportunities of the Lagoon for the SUBC were discussed
in March and April 2013 but detail was not forthcoming to inform the brief or masterplan.
September to October 2013: Later discussions with the University indicated that a boating facility at the western landfall,
especially if accessible by the proposed access track through the proposed dunes south of the SUBC, would be of interest
to them and sufficient for their needs (relative to a closer facility at location D), but no further performance requirements
were provided.
October 2013: Ongoing technical work and consultation in relation to birds indicated that a quieter area of tidal water
and intertidal area in the eastern area of the Lagoon would be beneficial and would align with less intensive recreational
activity on the eastern seawall, and the University’s requirement to retain a generally quiet and private character and
context for the Bay Campus. These matters further supported the location of more active water sports uses in deeper
water to the west.
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O&M and emergency facilities were developed as part of the refinement of the building location and design process. The
need for a single onshore facility at the western landfall was confirmed by the client’s operations team, in preference to
the two facilities consulted upon at the eastern and western landfalls as part of the PEIR. The facilities were confirmed to
include emergency facilities and operational access to the eastern landfall via a track from the shore side to avoid the
need to access via Fabian Way. This requirement paralleled discussions with Swansea University, St Modwen and NPTCBC
regarding the use of the SUBC access for O&M and emergency access to the eastern landfall (via Fabian Way and the
SUBC), the design of the masterplan providing a circular route around the Lagoon; and the need for impounding of the
Lagoon independent of the SUBC and adjoining site to the west.
The above matters came together at the same time as the western links to the city from the western landfall were
rejected (for Port operational reasons – see above) and the development of a more clearly defined destination location
which required more developed thinking around visitor orientation requirements.
June 2013: The provision of an oyster hatchery and laboratory was raised during consultation in part mitigation for
potential ecological impacts resulting from the Lagoon construction and operation, and also in support of TLSB’s ambition
to see the native oyster reintroduced to the Bay. The provision of spatting ponds and an oyster hatchery were deemed to
be the most suitable way of reintroducing oysters to the Lagoon, as opposed to transferring oyster/larvae from
elsewhere in the UK which would carry a high risk of transfer of pathogens. In July to August 2013, the concept was
consulted upon as part of the PEIR without any specific location outlined. Following consultation, the technical
specifications for this facility were explored with SEACAMS and the proposals developed and included in the Western
Landfall Building. The outcome of all the above was to definitively locate a single boating facility, hatchery, visitor
orientation and O&M facility at the western landfall.
SSSI information facility
March to April 2013: The requirement for a SSSI information facility was raised in a meeting with Swansea University as
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part of their planning obligations for the SUBC, and in response to TLSB’s proposals for a dune and coastal grassland
system next to the SUBC. TLSB considered that a relocated information facility onto the proposed dunes could benefit
both parties; provide a coordinated information facility about the SSSI and the Lagoon; combine an eastern landfall
control point onto the seawall; and encourage the use of the proposed new dunes area in lieu of the SSSI, thereby
bringing wider benefits to the protection of the habitat. A working assumption about the likely content and scale of the
facility was considered for initial masterplanning, and a location consulted upon (with the PEIR) in July to August 2013.
September 2013: TLSB confirmed that O&M, landfall access control and emergency facilities were only required at the
western landfall location. This requirement coincided with emerging feedback from the University that their planning
obligations relating to the provision of facilities for the SSSI did not equate to a building; and with NPTCBC ecology
officers who expressed concern about an eastern landfall building creating too great an attraction for the public, with
resulting potential for negative impact on the SSSI. The facility was therefore reduced from a building with O&M facilities
to a simple information area with a viewing platform.
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Table 2.6: Public realm design evolution
PUBLIC REALM (see supporting A4 images in Appendix 2.5)
DESIGN DATE
& RATIONALE

April to November 2013
The masterplan and spatial arrangement of the public realm for the Lagoon are based on the vision to exploit the
opportunity for a new waterfront for Swansea. The waterfront has the potential to link the Swansea Bay beach front to
the west, with the extensive saltmarsh and dunes of the Crymlyn Burrows SSSI to the east, something that was lost when
Swansea Port was developed.
A number of themes underpin a vision for the masterplan:







To design a worthy legacy for Swansea
To generate sustainable energy using natural resources
To enliven sport, tourism and leisure within the Bay
To provide a dynamic educational environment
To act as a catalyst for ongoing economic development
To provide new habitats and establish a new coastal landscape

The masterplan embraces a number of principles that were defined at the start of the masteplanning process:





To build on Swansea’s rich cultural heritage
To respond to place and create new environments
To establish strong connections
To celebrate sustainable energy production
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Create an international events destination
Create an exemplar educational resource for tidal power
Create a world class public realm and coastal experience
To provide opportunities for different ‘audiences’

The principles were embodied in a masterplan concept for a ‘Marine Park’ split into different character areas responding
to connections to the immediate area, the context of the Lagoon, anticipated uses and the intensity of uses, in part
influenced by walking distances from each landfall. The character areas of the marine park comprise:





Landward Urban Park
Broad Seaward Park
Narrow Seaward Park
Landward Ecological Park

The early masterplan strategy was developed as a flexible framework that could respond to ongoing environmental
analysis and consultation, as well as design iteration. Flexible elements included the identification of a number of links
and connections to the existing city, the surrounding area and the SUBC that could be deployed, and the development of
a movement framework.
Swansea city centre lies to the north west of the Lagoon and is separated from the Bay by a beach, which extends up to
the River Tawe. Fringe settlement associated with the city extends east and north of Fabian Way. The River Tawe is
bridged in two places by the Trafalgar Bridge and Sail Bridge which both connect into the SA1 regeneration area. To the
east, SA1 gives way to the industrial landscape of Swansea Port.
To the east of the Lagoon, the Crymlyn Burrows SSSI extends to the River Neath forming a large saltmarsh and area of
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dunes that are a popular location for walking. The area is in strong contrast to the city centre.
The future context of the Lagoon landfall points will develop over time and will be increasingly urbanised as the extent of
development expands to the east. Development includes the completion of the SA1 masterplan which extends around
the Prince of Wales Dock; development land identified at the port including land now in the ownership of Dan Morrissey;
development at Swansea HC1 and Jersey Marina; large scale development at Coed Darcy; and the new SUBC. It is also
clear from consultation that ABP still intends to operate Swansea Port into the foreseeable future and this places
constraints on the masterplan.
The character of the existing and developing environment, and intensity of use currently experienced along the coast,
have influenced the development of the public realm strategy of the Lagoon. The Lagoon will provide a new area of
public realm for Swansea and the region, being a focus for water-based activities at a local to national scale. It is also
planned as a visitor destination in its own right, being the world’s first tidal lagoon power station with extraordinary
opportunities to experience the exposure of being in the middle of the Bay.
The masterplan layout and focus of intensity of public realm areas have developed through the design process and are
outlined below. The final masterplan proposal is provided last. As noted previously, all thumbnail images are provided in
full in the Design and Access Statement.
At the outset, the western landfall was identified as the area likely to encounter the highest intensity of use as a
destination location and gateway to the Lagoon, with walking distances analysed from the landfall area, illustrated below
(left to right: walking distances; initial intensity of public realm use; final intensity of public realm use).
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Supporting A4 images at Appendix 2.5
This anticipated intensity of use was underpinned by several factors including ease of access to the water, and the
proximity of the turbine housing as a potential visitor experience. The highest intensity of use anticipated at the western
landfall was to contrast with the quieter and more natural area towards the SUBC and Crymlyn Burrows to the east. A link
between these two areas was proposed along the existing port edge, extending eastwards on the landward side of the
Lagoon.
Initial designs illustrated an area of public realm, integrating the existing flood wall, which it was proposed to retain, and
points of interest along the wall such as ‘perched beaches’ providing a direct relationship with the water without having
to descend the existing rock armour and sea defences.
The early public realm design was based on assumed access to the Lagoon from the west via the port, which was
considered at various levels from pedestrian and cycle access only, to vehicular access and parking, via five different
public realm options. These were presented from July to August for consultation. Following extensive discussion with
ABP, access from the west could not be secured (as outlined in the Access Strategy section, Table 2.4) rendering all five
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options meaningless (and resulting in their exclusion from this report for avoidance of confusion).
The flexible access and movement framework of the masterplan secured access to the western landfall from the east,
along the southern edge of the port, along a new coast road, providing access to the Lagoon and western landfall as a
destination location. A Lagoon ‘water shuttle’ is proposed (for viability testing) along the River Tawe to retain connection
to the city. The Access Strategy section (Table 2.4) records the evolution of access. This alteration in the masterplan
resulted in changes in the design strategy of the public realm: the character of the link between the western landfall to
the eastern landfall was designed as a less intensive area forming a dramatic coastal access and Lagoon approach road;
and the character of the western landfall became more intense and developed as a more clearly-defined destination, and
a gateway to the visitor centre approach along the western seawall. This change in access paralleled technical work and
consultation that confirmed that the flood wall that enclosed the port from the Bay could be removed, providing the
opportunity for views across the Lagoon from the coastal road. The road provides vehicular access and a dedicated
waterside cycle and pedestrian access route. A bus link is anticipated along the road linked to the city’s Park and Ride
facility on Fabian Way.
Ongoing design development located the main visitor centre at the offshore location on the western arm of the Lagoon
seawall (with strong support from public consultation), and the boating centre and visitor orientation point located at the
western landfall, as described in the Building Location section (Table 2.5). These two buildings form areas of intense
use/activity and the focus for the public realm strategy for the western landfall, offshore area and linking western
seawall.
Points of interest and activity are proposed along the length of the entire seawall, with viewing opportunities for waterbased sports located in the western portion of the Lagoon (where water sports exploit prevailing winds and water depth
requirements). Pedestrian, cycle and bus access provide a connection along the seawall between the two areas of public
realm around the buildings.
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Points of interest following the ‘String of Pearls’ concept, are located around the perimeter of the Lagoon, punctuating
the seawall and providing areas for refuge, shelter and surveillance across the water.
Fundamental to the development of the public realm strategy were the recreational aspirations for the Lagoon, which
influenced the location of buildings and public realm design. Water contact sport requirements have been analysed and
have informed the design of the western landfall as the principle means of access to the Lagoon. Parallel to this analysis,
options for improvement to water quality (through improved water treatment) have been progressed to facilitate safe
water contact sport uses.
Sailing requirements have been carefully considered, including the planning of large-scale events.
Interaction with the high and low tide environment has also been key and, as such, the masterplan includes a new
intertidal beach area overlooking the sailing facilities, plus provision of access to existing intertidal areas not formally
available to the public, water play areas and rock pool environments for exploration.
Spaces for informal recreation and children’s play focus at the western landfall with a large onshore park and, to the east,
the provision of a naturalistic dune and saltmarsh ecological park for a more remote recreation experience, which
complements the SUBC with opportunities for students to enjoy the waterside setting.
Commercial aspirations for the Lagoon have been incorporated into the masterplan and include provision for mussel
farming. Aspirations for the re-introduction of the native oyster to the Lagoon are dependent on water quality. An oyster
hatchery and laboratory, and external area to support research by SEACAMS, are housed in and located at the western
landfall with a direct water source drawn from the Lagoon.
The enhancement and protection of natural habitats has also been considered, including the protection of the Crymlyn
Burrows dunes and saltmarsh through sensitive masterplanning, the creation of new salt marsh and dune areas, as well
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as the translocation, protection and creation of new coastal grassland.
Masterplan concept, form and setting
The form of the public realm design is based on a series of interwoven, naturalistic and curvilinear lines which could be
likened to a series of strings of a necklace which tie into the coastline and the ripples left in the sand of the intertidal
sands following the retreat of the coastal waters, reinforced with level changes that mirror the varied tidal levels of the
area. Along the necklace, a series of irregularly placed ‘pearls’ are arranged to form points of accent, punctuation, focus
and delight along the seawall, with opportunities for art installation that will be developed as part of a public arts
strategy.
The setting of the Offshore Building responds to its exposed and natural character with tiered rock pools and a viewing
platform that extends over the Lagoon seawall. The platform provides a dramatic interaction with the water forming a
more engineered feature that floats over the irregular rock forms, and which complements the strong engineering design
aspects of the turbine housing. The turbine housing is accessed from a terrace fronting the building and Lagoon, with a
cantilevered walkway over the turbine and sluices connecting to the more remote arm of the seawall.
The setting of the Western Landfall Building is dominated by its waterside location to the south elevation, with its north
elevation and siting forming part of an arrival area for visitors arriving from the coastal access road forming a point of
orientation for visitors arriving at the Lagoon.
The commencement of the coastal access road is marked with a split in the road, providing an opportunity for a feature
to announce arrival and support orientation. The area also includes a small parking and pull-over area to allow visitors an
opportunity to look across the Lagoon and towards the Offshore Building over the proposed saltmarsh.
By contrast to the western section of the Lagoon, the eastern landfall and seawall has a low intensity of use, influenced
by the distance and remoteness from the main centre of population and location adjacent to the existing SSSI. This
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ensures variation in the character of the public realm around the Lagoon, as well as helping to protect the sensitive
environment of Crymlyn Burrows.
CONSULTEE /
EIA FEEDBACK
& DECISION

April 2013: Consultation with Swansea University, St Modwen and the Prince’s Foundation on the design concept
received positive endorsement of the development, movement strategy, masterplan and public realm concepts. Issues
relating to mitigating the impact of the seawall at the eastern landfall were presented including the coastal grassland and
dune system proposals. The opportunity for water sports was considered to be of significant interest.
July 2013: Feedback from consultation with DCfW confirmed the positive enhancement of facilities and amenity value to
the city. Consultation with CCSC noted the importance of way-finding, views to the Offshore Building, the link to the city
from the west, and safety concerns relating to water access. Other transport and access issues are detailed in the Access
section (Table 2.4).
March to October 2013: Discussions with ABP secured significant agreement to most of the Project aspirations for access
and improvement to the Bay frontage, whilst maintaining the operational Port. Access from the west was explored over a
period of time (as recorded in the Access Strategy section above) including various forms of access and bridge crossings
over King’s Lock.
July to August 2013: Statutory consultation feedback noted fire access and emergency requirements which have been
incorporated into the design strategy. Highways and issues related to connectivity to cycle routes and pedestrian routes
were advised and addressed where possible, and are referred to in the Access section above. Sensitivity of the SSSI and
the design of the eastern landfall were also discussed and led to design initiatives to control intensity of use at the
eastern landfall. The stability of the eastern landfall dune system was discussed with consultees and further technical
work with the Project ecologists and engineers confirmed the strategy. The public realm proposals were recognised as
providing an opportunity for integration. The Marine Park concept was well received, responding to and creating
different character areas, responding to a sense of place and levels of potential use. A welcoming and legible place was
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considered to be vital. The principle of water sports uses was supported.
August 2013: The masterplan and public realm design work was progressed and presented to DCfW. DCfW remained
supportive. The four character areas of the Marine Park were developed in more detail and discussed, together with the
design brief for each building forming part of the Project. The ‘western link’ was identified as key if it could be secured,
and DCfW recognised land negotiations were critical for this and to secure access of all types. Greater detail was
requested on: the high and low tide environment; quality of public space; relationship of public realm to planned
buildings and movement strategy; information on eastern and western landfall access; connections to the SUBC; and
cross sections to illustrate the scale of works. The need for a public art strategy was also noted.
October 2013: The issue of the management of the proposed dune and coastal grassland was noted, with the need to
protect the triangular dune adjoining the SUBC and the continuity of the sea defences in this location. Following
consultation and ongoing review of the eastern landfall dune and saltmarsh area, the dune access track was developed as
the impounding structure to the Lagoon. The existing bat corridor along the old port road and associated rock armour
was noted, and the need for grassland retention. In response, the proposed access road and relocated port road were
sited to allow for the retention of rocky ground and coastal grassland, and the addition of new areas of coastal grassland.
November 2013: Further design development was discussed along with the nature of the proposed dune and grassland
area, resulting in requests for modelled views from the SUBC site by the University (duly provided). Connections to the
Lagoon facilities and city via the Lagoon Road and eastern landfall track were also discussed.
Design Review with DCfW noted the importance of securing a sense of arrival at the western landfall and the layout
around the Western Landfall Building was discussed and the need for refinement. The loss of the ‘western link’ was noted
but the positive addition of a potential Lagoon water shuttle was endorsed. The cycle and pedestrian link to Fabian Way
to the east was noted. The siting of the Western Landfall Building was supported, likewise the progress on the Offshore
Building following explanation of both. The commissioning of an arts consultant to develop a strategy was noted. The
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development of a holistic design approach and solution was noted and its importance in creating a desirable destination.
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Figure 2.1: TLSB masterplan for consultation
on “preferred option and the PEIR”, 4 July
to 5 August 2013

A3 version provided in Appendix 2.6.
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Figure 2.2: TLSB final masterplan for
submission, February 2014

Key changes summarised from tables
above:
-

Landscape and leisure attractions
focused on western landfall
Eastern landfall facilities reduced
Access strategy refined
Exclusion zone provided around
turbine housing

Full detail is provided in the Design &
Access Statement.
A3 version provided in Appendix 2.6.
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